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Abstract: Near net shaped Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W alloy (at.%) parts were manufactured by hot isostatic pressing (HIP). 
The microstructure and high-temperature mechanical properties of the alloy were investigated by X-ray diffractometry 
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The results show that at a 
temperature of 700 °C, the peak yield stress (YS) and ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of alloy are 534 and 575 MPa, 
respectively, and the alloy shows satisfactory comprehensive mechanical properties at 850 °C. The alloy exhibits 
superplastic characteristics at 1000 °C with an initial strain rate of 5×10−5 s−1. When the tensile temperature is below 
750 °C, the deformation mechanisms are dislocation movements and mechanical twinning. Increasing the tensile 
temperature above 800 °C, grain boundary sliding and grain rotation occur more frequently due to the accumulation of 
dislocations at grain boundary. 
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1 Introduction 
 

TiAl-based alloys are considered as promising 
structural materials for aerospace, automotive and 
energy industries because of their low density, good 
high-temperature strength, good creep resistance 
and high resistance to oxidation [1−3]. Powder 
metallurgy (PM), especially hot isostatic pressing 
(HIP) provides an alternative way to produce high 
quality TiAl alloys [4−6]. In recent years, HIP has 
been applied to manufacturing the nearly fully 
dense parts with the refined and homogenous 
microstructure [7,8], even for metal parts with high 
precision and complex shape [9−11]. 

Many researchers have studied the influence of 
the HIP process parameters and densification 
behavior of TiAl alloy. HE et al [12] studied the 
microstructural characteristics and densification 
behavior of high-Nb TiAl powder, and found that 
microstructure and properties of HIPed billets were 
influenced by the particle size of plasma rotating 
electrode processed powders. The microstructure of 
the HIPed billets produced by consolidating powder 
with particle size at 105−200 μm showed some 
primary particle boundaries and coarse lamellar 
structure flaws, which had apparently inherited 
effects on the final consolidated billet after HIP 
process. HABLE and MCTIERNAN [13] studied 
the effects of HIP temperature (between 1200 and  
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1300 °C) on tensile properties of the Ti−46Al−2Cr− 
2Nb alloy, and found that the effect of HIP 
temperature on tensile properties is small when 
microstructural differences are largely eliminated. 
The tensile properties are more closely related to 
microstructure. YANG et al [14] studied the effects 
of heat treatment and particle size on the 
microstructures and tensile properties of the HIPed 
Ti4522XD alloy. They found that powder size and 
post-HIP aging had no significant influence on 
tensile properties, the HIPed microstructure of 
Ti4522XD alloy depended on the HIP temperature. 
There are some research reports on the mechanical 
properties of HIPed TiAl alloy at room temperature 
in Refs. [13,14], and limited investigations were 
conducted on the high-temperature properties of 
HIPed TiAl alloy. SHAGIEV et al [15] found that 
when the temperature was higher than 1000 °C, the 
HIPed Ti−47Al−3Cr alloy exhibited superplastic 
deformation characteristics. 

The relationship among high-temperature 
mechanical properties, microstructure and 
deformation mechanisms of powder metallurgy 
HIPed TiAl alloys are complex [16−18]. Our 
previous work [19−21] focused on the hot forging 
and rolling process of a PM Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W 
alloy, and found that the high-temperature (above 
eutectoid temperature) deformation mechanisms of 
TiAl alloy were grain boundary sliding, mechanical 
twins and dynamic recrystallization. 

In this work, a near net shaped Ti−45Al− 
7Nb−0.3W part was manufactured by HIP. The 
microstructure and high-temperature mechanical 
properties were investigated, and the deformation 
mechanism lower than eutectoid temperature was 
disscused. 
 
2 Experimental 
 

The Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W (at.%) pre-alloyed 
powders with particle size <100 μm were produced 
by plasma rotating electrode process (PREP), and 
the characteristics of the pre-alloyed powders have 
been reported in Refs. [12,19]. The near net shaped 
part was manufactured by HIP with powder and a 
mold core. The mold core model and the prepared 
part are shown in Fig. 1. The mold core model in 
Fig. 1(a) was prepared by high-purity graphite. The 
mold core and powder were placed in a stainless 

steel package and then vacuumed at 500 °C. 
Subsequently, the stainless steel can with powder 
and mold core were consolidated by HIP at 1250 °C 
and 150 MPa for 5 h, with a heating rate of 
10 °C /min. After HIP treatment, the sample was 
cooled in furnace from 1250 to 100 °C in 6 h 
followed by air cooling. The HIPed TiAl alloy part 
has an oxygen content of 750×10−6 and a density of 
99.8%. Figures 1(b) and (c) give the macrographs 
of the HIPed sample with and without package, 
respectively. By removing the extra parts and 
cleaning the surface of the sample, the HIPed near 
net shaped part is obtained (Fig. 1(d)). 
 

 
Fig. 1 Powder metallurgy Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W near net 

shape mold core model (a), HIPed specimen with steel 

package (b), photograph of specimen after removing 

package (c) and final near net shaped part (d) 

 
The high temperature mechanical properties 

were carried out on a RRC−50 testing machine at 
the temperatures ranging from 20 to 1000 °C and 
initial strain rates of 1×10−3, 1×10−4 and 5×10−5 s−1, 
respectively. The specimens were cut from the 
HIPed part and the gauge section has dimensions of 
8 mm × 3.4 mm × 3 mm. Before testing, all 
specimens were held at the test temperature for   
30 min. 

The phase constitution of the alloy analysis 
was carried out on a D/Max 2500 X-ray diffracto- 
meter (Cu Kα radiation, with voltage of 40 kV, 
current of 15 mA, diffraction angle (2θ) range of 
10°−85° and step size of 0.02°). Quanta−200 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Tecnai 
G220 Transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
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were used for microstructure analysis. The TEM 
foils were thinned by twin-jet electropolishing 
using a solution consisting of 6% perchloric acid, 
34% butanol and 60% methanol at −28 °C and 
25 V. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Microstructure 

The XRD pattern and SEM backscattered 
electron (BSE) image of the PM Ti−45Al−7Nb− 
0.3W alloy are presented in Fig. 2. The PM HIPed 
part is mainly composed of the γ phase and α2 phase 
(Fig. 2(a)). The SEM image in Fig. 2(b) reveals that 
the microstructure of alloy shows a near γ 
microstructure, which is homogeneous and 
composed of equiaxed γ grains and a small amount 
of the α2/γ lamellar colonies. The mean grain size of 
the γ phase is 9.3 μm. Meanwhile, the β phase 
whose fraction is too low to be detected by XRD is 
observed to distribute at the grain boundaries of γ 
phase and α2/γ lamellar colonies with bright contrast 
in Fig. 2(b). 
 

 

Fig. 2 XRD pattern (a) and SEM image (b) of HIPed 

Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W alloy  

3.2 High-temperature mechanical properties 
The influences of temperature on tensile 

properties of the PM Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W alloy 
with an initial strain rate of 1×10−4 s−1 are presented 
in Fig. 3(a). At room temperature, the ultimate 
tensile stress (UTS) and elongation of the alloy are 
543 MPa and 0.2%, respectively. With increasing 
the temperature to 500 °C, the yield stress (YS) and 
ultimate tensile stress (UTS) decrease to 459 and 
486 MPa, and the elongation is 1.4%. With further 
increasing temperature to 700 °C, the alloy exhibits 
peak YS (534 MPa) and UTS (575 MPa), which 
shows an anomalous strengthening. Then, the YS 
and UTS decrease again at elevated temperatures 
above 700 °C but the elongation always increases 
with temperature. When the TiAl alloy is tested at 
low temperatures (lower than 700 °C), the critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS) to operate the 011] 
superdislocation is lower than that of ordinary 
dislocation [22], the 011] superdislocation can 
operate more easily. The dislocation motion is 
 

 

Fig. 3 Relationship between tensile properties and 

temperature of PM Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W alloy (a) and 

energy consumption per unit volume as function of 

temperature (b) 
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closely related to the cross-slip of 1/2110] ordinary 
dislocations and 011] superdislocations [23,24]. 
The cross-slip of the superdislocation can induce 
some planar defects such as superlattice intrinsic 
stack fault (SISF) and complex stacking fault  
(CSF) [25,26]. With the temperature increasing, the 
cross-slip of ordinary dislocation can be activated. 
The planar defects can pin on those ordinary 
dislocations, and result in the formation of 
Kear−Wilsdorf dislocation locks [27,28], which is 
wildly regarded as the reason for anomalous 
strengthening. Meanwhile, the elongation of the 
alloy is 4.1% at 750 °C, and rapidly increases to 
33% at 800 °C, which indicates that the brittle- 
ductile transition temperature of the alloy is 
between 750 and 800 °C. At 1000 °C, the YS and 
UTS drop to 116 and 133 MPa, while the 
elongation increases to 141%, which shows the 
superplastic deformation characteristic of the alloy. 

The comprehensive mechanical properties of 
alloy can be characterized by the energy 
consumption per unit volume when alloy fractures, 
which can be calculated by the area under 
engineering stress−strain curve, as Eq. (1). 
 

0
= dv


                               (1) 

 
where v is the energy consumption per unit volume 
when alloy fractures, σ is the engineering stress and 
ε is the engineering elongation during deformation. 
Figure 3(b) shows energy consumption per unit 
volume when alloy fractures as a function of    
the test temperature, which increases from 
6.87×105 J/m3 at 20 °C to 1.98×108 J/m3 at 850 °C, 
and then decreases to 1×108 J/m3 at 1000 °C. As a 
result, the alloy shows satisfactory comprehensive 
mechanical properties at 850 °C with the YS, UTS 
and elongation of 351 MPa, 390 MPa and 67%, 
respectively. 

As already mentioned above, when the 
specimen is tested at 1000 °C with an initial strain 
rate of 1×10−4 s−1, the elongation reaches 141%. 
This indicates that the alloy has superplastic 
deformation characteristic, and it is further 
confirmed by the tensile tests at 1000 °C with initial 
strain rates of 1×10−3 and 5×10−5 s−1. The fractured 
specimens after deformation at 1000 °C with 
different initial strain rates and their engineering 
stress−strain curves are shown in Fig. 4. At 1000 °C, 
by decreasing the initial strain rate from 1×10−3 to 
5×10−5 s−1, the YS and UTS decrease from 195 and 

230 MPa to 80 and 96 MPa, respectively, while  
the elongation increases from 85% to 303%. The 
superplastic elongation corresponds to high strain 
rate sensitivity coefficient (m), and the value of m is 
0.3 in this study, which suggests that grain 
boundary sliding is the main deformation 
mechanism under this condition [29]. From the 
engineering stress−strain curves, it is found that the 
stress decreases obviously after it reaches the 
ultimate strength, indicating that the strain softening 
is dominant afterwards. 
 

 

Fig. 4 Engineering stress−strain curves at 1000 °C with 

different initial strain rates and images of fractured 

specimens after tensile deformation 

 
3.3 Microstructures after high-temperature 

tensile deformation 
Figure 5 shows the fracture surfaces of the 

specimens tested at 20, 700, 850 and 1000 °C, 
respectively. It can be seen that the fracture modes 
are characterized by both the γ phase and the α2/γ 
lamellar colonies. The specimens are found to 
exhibit a brittle fracture mode at the temperatures of 
20 and 700 °C. Numerous cleavage planes shown  
in Fig. 5(a) indicate that the predominant mode   
at 20 °C is transgranular fracture. Translamellar 
cleavage along α2/γ lamellar colonies was observed 
on the fracture surface of the specimen tested     
at 20 °C as shown in Fig. 5(a). At 700 °C, 
intergranular fracture along the γ grain boundaries 
is also observed in Fig. 5(b). This results from large 
deformation and imperfect lattice structure at grain 
boundaries, where microcracks are easy to be 
initiated and propagated due to the high stress 
concentration [19]. Many dimples can be clearly 
observed at 850 °C in Fig. 5(c), and the specimen 
exhibits a typical ductile fracture mode during 
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tensile, while the α2/γ lamellar colonies show an 
interlamellar cleavage mode at 850 °C. With the 
tensile temperature increases to 1000 °C, dimples 
are deep (Fig. 5(d)), and this is consistent with the 
high elongation in tensile properties. 

Figure 6 presents the SEM images of the 
deformed microstructures after tensile tests at 20, 
700, 850 and 1000 °C, respectively. Compared with 
the microstructure of the HIPed specimen in 

Fig. 2(b), the microstructure after deformation at  
20 and 700 °C shows no significant change and 
consists of equiaxed γ grains (Figs. 6(a) and (b)), 
and the α2/γ lamellar structure shows no obvious 
orientation after being tested at 700 °C, as shown in 
Fig. 6(c). However, when the specimen is tested at 
850 and 1000 °C, the γ grains are elongated along 
the load direction and a number of cavities are 
observed at grain boundaries (Figs. 6(d) and (e)). 

 

 
Fig. 5 Fracture surfaces of specimens tested at temperatures of 20 °C (a), 700 °C (b), 850 °C (c) and 1000 °C (d) 
 

 

Fig. 6 SEM images of specimens tested at temperatures of 20 °C (a), 700 °C (b, c), 850 °C (d) and 1000 °C (e, f) 
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Especially after test at 1000 °C, α2/γ lamellar  
colony is more aligned to the load direction    
(Fig. 6(f)). 

The high-temperature deformation behaviors 
of HIPed TiAl alloy are mainly dependent on 
microstructure evolution of the γ grain at test 
temperature. Meanwhile, the coordination role of a 
few α2/γ lamellar colonies cannot be ignored. 
Previous literature reported that the α2/γ lamellar 
colonies have different orientations which lead to 
different deformability. The yield stress is low 
when the load direction lies close to the lamellar 
plane (soft orientation) and is high when the load 
direction is nearly normal to the lamellar plane 
(hard orientation) [30,31]. In this research, the 
lamellar plane shows no specific orientation after 
being tested at the temperature below 700 °C 
(Fig. 6(c)), the α2/γ lamellar colonies in hard 
orientation could improve the flow stress of  
HIPed TiAl alloy [32]. However, due to the 
inhomogeneous deformation between the γ phase 
and α2/γ lamellar colonies, large plastic deformation 
occurs at the grain boundaries which lead to the 
formation of the cavities. Large number of cavities 
would result in fracture during deformation. When 
tested at a high temperature, α2/γ lamellar colonies 

are rotated and aligned to the load direction 
(Fig. 6(f)). The rotation of α2/γ lamellar colonies 
can reduce the flow stress and is beneficial to the 
ductility of the alloy. 

The bright-field TEM images of the HIPed and 
deformed specimens tested at 20 °C and 700 °C are 
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the 
microstructure of the HIPed specimen mainly 
consists of equiaxed γ grains. A low density of 
dislocation can be observed in the γ grains. 
Meanwhile, many annealing twins are observed to 
exist in HIPed microstructure. During HIP process, 
high stress and temperature provide distortion 
energy for grain growth and migration of high angle 
grain boundary, which facilitate the formation of 
twins. In addition, the stacking fault energy of TiAl 
is low [23], thus annealing twins are substantially 
formed in the HIPed microstructure. When the alloy 
is tensile tested at 20 °C, the mechanical twinning is 
observed in the microstructures (Fig. 7(b)) and the 
dislocation density is obviously higher than the 
as-HIPed alloy after being tensile deformed at 20 
and 700 °C (Figs. 7(c) and (d)). Meanwhile, the 
dislocations in γ grain are arranged in cross type 
and tangled, which can lead to the rapid increment 
of stored energy after high temperature test. 

 

 
Fig. 7 TEM images of HIPed specimen (a) and specimen tested at temperatures of 20 °C (b, c) and 700 °C (d) 
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Figure 8 shows the TEM microstructure of the 
specimens deformed at 850 and 1000 °C. When the 
alloy tested at temperature above 850 °C, high 
density of dislocations tangled with each other in 
the γ grains (Fig. 8(a)). Meanwhile, dislocation 
networks are observed in γ grains (Fig. 8(b)). These 
dislocation networks formed related to 
entanglement of dislocations in γ grains while 
increasing the tensile temperature above 850 °C. 
COURET et al [33] reported that the dislocation 
networks can incorporate the dislocation, which is 
demonstrated by the presence of a number of extra 
half-threads in the rectangular network (Fig. 8(b)). 
The stable rectangular dislocation network 
consisting of cross-grid dislocations can impede the 
climbing and slipping of dislocation, and can result 
in severe work hardening [34,35]. With temperature 
increasing up to 1000 °C, high density of 
dislocations are observed accumulated at the grain 
boundaries due to dislocation climbing and slipping 
(Fig. 8(c)). These dislocations can cause large 
lattice distortion and improve the interface energy 
at grain boundary, which can improve the grain 
boundary migration. Therefore, grain boundary 
sliding (GBS) is the major mechanism for 
high-temperature deformation [36], which is 
activated by the interaction of dislocations, and 
deformation occurs along the most easily sliding 

surface. Due to the low stack fault energy of TiAl 
alloy [37−39], the mechanical twins are observed in 
TiAl alloys deformed at different temperatures 
(Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 8(d)). In the low stacking fault 
energy alloy, the mobility of dislocations reduces, 
so that twinning can be an alternative deformation 
mechanism to compensate the lack of glide  
systems [40,41]. Due to the fact that the twinning 
shear of mechanical twinning along 1/6112]{111} 
is relatively small and atomic shuffling is not 
required during twinning, twins frequently appear 
in the γ grains and can contribute to relax stress 
concentration and accommodate deformation of the 
alloy [23]. 

When the specimen is tested at 1000 °C and 
5×10−5 s−1, the γ grains are more equiaxed (Fig. 9(a)) 
compared with those in the microstructure 
deformed at an initial strain rate of 1×10−4 s−1 
(Fig. 6(e)). The density of dislocations decreases 
rapidly with decreasing the strain rate, and 
dislocations mainly appear at the grain boundaries 
(Fig. 9(b)). It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the 
ultimate tensile strength is closely related to the 
strain rate. With increasing the strain rate, the 
deformation resistance increases, and slipping of 
the dislocation is impeded. Therefore, dislocation 
accumulation occurs faster than recovery, resulting 
in a rapid increase in flow stress [42]. On the other 

 

 
Fig. 8 TEM images of specimens tested at temperature of 850 °C (a, b) and 1000 °C (c, d) 
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Fig. 9 SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of specimen tested 

under conditions of 1000 °C and 5×10−5 s−1 

 
hand, when the strain rate is high, deformation of 
the HIPed alloy is still mainly related to climbing 
and slipping of dislocation and twinning (Figs. 8(c) 
and (d)). Thus, grains are elongated along the load 
direction, and a number of caves are found at grain 
boundaries (Fig. 6(e)). With decreasing the strain 
rate, the deformation process is longer, which is 
beneficial for dislocation movement, and offers 
enough time for the recovery process to reduce the 
dislocation density (Fig. 9(b)) and release the stress 
concentration. Grain boundary sliding is the   
main deformation mechanism during superplastic 
deformation, and the movability of grain boundaries 
depends on the orientation of the neighboring  
grains. In the early stage of deformation, only the 
grain boundaries in a favorable orientation can slip 
more easily during high temperature deformation, 
while climbing and slipping of dislocation are still 
dominating the remaining grains because the 
original grains show no specific orientation. During 
the deformation process, slipping and climbing of 
the grain boundary dislocations can improve the 
slip ability of the grain boundaries, thus the γ grains 
start to rotate, and become equiaxed. Rotation of γ 
grains cannot contribute to deformability directly. 

However, as more γ grains rotate to the favorable 
orientation, grain boundary sliding and coordination 
mechanism of γ grains would be more easily 
activated. As a consequence, the flow stress is 
reduced and the elongation increases rapidly at low 
strain rates. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

(1) The ultimate tensile strength of HIPed 
Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W part increases from 543 MPa 
at room temperature to 575 MPa at tensile 
temperature of 700 °C, and the elongation increases 
from 0.2% to 2.9%. The alloy shows satisfactory 
comprehensive mechanical properties at 850 °C 
with the YS, UTS and elongation of 351 MPa, 
390 MPa and 67%, respectively. 

(2) When the deformation temperature is lower 
than 700 °C, the deformation mechanism mainly 
refers to dislocation movements and mechanical 
twining in the near γ microstructure HIPed TiAl 
alloy. When the deformation temperature is higher 
than 850 °C, the deformation mechanism is related 
to the combination of dislocation movements, 
mechanical twinning, grain boundary sliding and 
the rotation of α2/γ lamellar colonies. 

(3) The near γ microstructure HIPed alloy 
displays superplastic characteristic at 1000 °C and 
strain rate of 5×10−5 s−1. In this case, dynamic 
recovery reduces the dislocation density and the 
grain boundary sliding is promoted by γ grain 
rotation, which results in a rapid decrease in flow 
stress and improves elongation. 
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摘  要：采用热等静压(HIP)方法制造近净成形的 Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W(摩尔分数，%)合金零件，并采用 X 射线衍

射(XRD)、扫描电子显微镜(SEM)和透射电子显微镜(TEM)技术研究热等静压制备的 Ti−45Al−7Nb−0.3W 合金的

显微组织和高温力学性能。结果表明，在 700 °C 条件下，热等静压制备的合金的屈服强度和极限抗拉强度分别为

534 和 575 MPa。该合金在 850 °C 时表现出良好的综合力学性能。在变形温度为 1000 °C、初始应变率为 5×10−5 s−1

时合金表现出超塑性特性。当拉伸温度低于 750 °C 时主要变形机制为位错滑移和机械孪生。当变形温度高于

800 °C 时，位错在晶界堆积，促进晶界滑移和晶粒旋转。 

关键词：TiAl 合金；近净成形；粉末冶金；高温力学性能 
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